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ILYA guitars are made of top-grade acoustic materials and can emulate the sound of your favorite guitar while providing you
with ultimate practice and performance enhancement. The included free software allows you to perform tuning, presets, effects,
and much more. The ILYA Engine is truly revolutionary. For real guitarists and recording studios, the ILYA software and
hardware are a complete solution for creation of high-end, realistic, and intuitive sound. The ILYA guitar is a simple tool, but
has a surprising amount of features. It's basically a music box for your PC. It is only the sound that you hear. Great for practice
and performance enhancement. You can experience the best-sounding guitar possible. Features: - 3000+ presets, including
advanced realistic tremolo effects. - Includes FREE guitar tuner software. - Includes FREE effects software. - No physical
installation required. - Mute. - Reverse. - Tri. - Learn. - Effects. - Standby. - Stored configurations. - Tuning. You will like the: -
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Simply put, this is the best virtual guitar ever. - Most realistic, authentic guitar sound in the industry. - Able to tune, shape, and
enhance your guitar sound. - Included FREE software helps you get into the loop faster. - Factory warranty. - What more could
you ask for. Have fun, Play, and Learn. Get yours now, for only $99. You don't have to "pay to play". There is no license. If you
want to own a computer, you can pay to own one. But not with a virtual guitar. No software license. No license to use the
software. Download the software and play away. You can download the free software when you click on any sound you hear in
the ILYA software. You can try different sounds and then download the software to see if you like it. This is a demo version,
and is fully functional. You will need to purchase a license in order to use the FULL version of the software. It's easy to
understand, and works with any computer. The ILYA free software is also fully compatible with the ILYA factory hardware and
software, and other MIDI-capable sound sources. The free software works with all major operating systems. It requires no
installation, and is safe to use with all of your other software. Please let us know what you think about the ILYA virtual guitar
and free software. The best feedback we receive is through the Facebook Fan Page. We 82157476af
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